
TEACHING VOICE ACOUSTICS to undergraduates is often met with
resistance from those students less science inclined. This may be due
in part to real aptitude differences, but perhaps is more often related
to students’ discomfort and/or lack of facility with the modes of

communication typically used in scientific writing. Converting visual aids
to musician-friendly formats can bypass either problem.

For example, the locations of the first formants of the vocal tract are cru-
cial to vocal resonance because of their interaction with the harmonics of
the pitches we sing. It is therefore helpful to know first formant locations, at
least approximately, when working with various voice types. For this author’s
work on male passaggio, a more user friendly way to keep track of formant loca-
tions, at least for some cardinal vowels, was generated (Figure 1). In this
image, typical vowel formant locations for a lyric tenor are indicated in boxes
on the treble clef, with the locations of turning/closing an octave lower on
the bass clef. (There is a timbral shift when the second harmonic of the voice
source crosses the first formant of the vocal tract, the F1/H2 crossing, which
is variously called, covering, turning over, closing [voce chiusa], etc.)1 Such a
visual presentation is readily understood by musicians and therefore more
immediately usable.

MADDE SYNTHESIZER

Swedish engineer, Svante Granqvist, made a free, downloadable voice syn-
thesizer available on his website a number of years ago, and teachers and sci-
entists interested in voice acoustics have been taking advantage of his Madde
Synthesizer ever since. For those somewhat comfortable with voice science,
his original version was already quite helpful. Among other things, it allowed
one to set:
1) number and frequency locations of up to six vocal tract formants (both

factors relevant for vocal Fach);
2) bandwidth of the formants (frequency width of the resonance areas);
3) vibrato rate and extent;
4) net number of source harmonics (up to 40; relevant for mode of phona-

tion/glottal resistance/laryngeal register);
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5) net roll-off in power of the voice source harmonic
spectrum (power loss per octave of the harmonic
spectrum; also relevant for mode of phonation/glot-
tal resistance/laryngeal register).

Once parameters were set, one could play various pitches
or scales on a short keyboard (C2–B6) to hear the syn-
thesized “sung” results. With a bit of quick math, one
could determine when harmonics crossed formants, but
there was no visual representation of those intersections.

In the summer of 2010 at the Salt Lake City NATS
Conference, Scott McCoy shared with me a clever visual
program that he had created, the Formant Calculator,
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which placed a set of average male or female formants
for a set of cardinal vowels on a keyboard with color shad-
ing, then allowed one to select a pitch, from which the
first twelve harmonics would be built and displayed. This
was a visual aid that I had only crudely done for my ped-
agogy classes with overhead transparencies. The Formant
Calculator program offered an excellent solution to this
pedagogic need. However, shortly after exploring Formant
Calculator, I realized that Scott had created an ideal mate
for Madde, where formants for any vowel and voice type
could be created, manipulated, and heard. Madde already
had a keyboard, albeit an octave short of the singer’s for-
mant cluster. With Scott’s permission and blessing, I con-
tacted Svante Granqvist, who within a few weeks added
the top octave of the keyboard (C7–B7) to include the
most relevant higher formants of the singer’s formant
cluster, a red color shading for any of the six program-
mable formants, with formant bandwidth variability, and
a display of as many as fifty harmonics up from any
selected pitch on the keyboard (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Lyric tenor passaggio events (locations of
transitions relative to 1st formants).

Figure 2. Madde Synthesizer. In this display vocal tract formants are set at 440, 1400, 2100, 2500,
and 2900 for the vowel /e/ in a bass voice. The pitch B�

3 is being “sung” with its set of numbered
harmonics displayed above the keyboard. The second harmonic at B�

4 (ca. 466 Hz) has just surpassed
F1 (shaded areas appear in red in the actual program) which is centered at A440, therefore the voice
has turned over or is in voce chiusa timbre. Middle C (C4) is indicated by a black dot on the keyboard.
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With this new edition of Madde, Grant and Scott have
provided the pedagogy world an outstanding tool for
explaining and exploring voice acoustics in pedagogy
classes. While real time spectrography, power spectra,
and EGG signals (such as VoceVista provides) remain
the most useful technological tools for voice lesson appli-
cations, the new Madde synthesizer—with its keyboard
array of formants, harmonics, and their interactions—
is brilliant for displaying and explaining voice acoustics
to pedagogy students, musicians, or anyone familiar
with a keyboard.

Among the things one can now see as well as hear on
the new Madde are:
1) the effects on vowels and timbre of retuning formants;
2) the effects on timbre of adding or eliminating for-

mants; and
3) all interactions between source harmonics and vocal

tract formants.

SOME OBSERVATIONS
AND APPLICATIONS

The relevance of harmonic interactions with the first two
formants is being increasingly understood and appreci-
ated. The new Madde synthesizer makes demonstrating
these effects remarkably clear. For example, any time a
lower harmonic crosses formants one or two, there is an
audible effect. This is relevant in understanding close
and open vowels, close and open timbre, and acoustic
registration phenomena. A vowel is deemed close if it
has a low first formant, such as /i/ or /u/, and open if it has
a higher first formant, such as /´/, /ø/, or /å/. For a related
but distinct phenomenon, I have previously proposed
the following definitions for close and open timbre:
1) Close timbre (voce chiusa): sung tones in which the

second harmonic (H2) has passed above the first for-
mant (F1). (This has been identified as the definition
for vocal cover).

2) Open timbre (voce aperta): sung tones in which two
or more harmonics are at or below the first formant.
The more harmonics below F1, the more open the
timbre.2

A close vowel can therefore be sung in open timbre, and
an open vowel in close timbre, depending upon range
relative to the first formant of the vowel being sung.
There is some degree of timbral closure whenever a har-

monic rises through a formant. In the case of harmon-
ics three, four, and higher, their rising through F1 could
be described as “mini-turnings” or “mini-closures.” The
fewer harmonics left below F1, the greater the closure
effect. Once H2 has risen above F1, only one harmonic
remains below F1, and the primary turning or closing of
the timbre has occurred. The timbre is truly close from
there on up, though it becomes increasingly close sound-
ing (assuming a stable tube shape) until the pitch being
sung reaches the first formant frequency peak (H1 reaches
F1). As Donald Miller has pointed out, an F1/H1 match
is a very characteristic acoustic coupling that singers will
recognize as full head or falsetto in sound, that is, as
somewhat “hooty” or “whoop-like” in timbre. If H1 is
allowed to rise above F1, leaving no harmonic for F1 to
resonate, the degree of closure becomes unacceptable
and the timbre thins dramatically. Therefore raising F1
in tandem with H1 has for some time been understood
to be a necessary resonance strategy for sopranos,3 and
for anyone who sings pitches above the normal frequency
location of F1 for a given vowel. For men this applies pri-
marily to /i/ and/u/, whose first formants fall well within
male range. For countertenors and women, this strategy
applies to most or all vowels eventually.

When harmonics drop below F1 there is some degree
of timbral opening, the more harmonics below F1, the
more open the timbre. This explains the effect that low
male voices can find of increasingly present, rich reso-
nance lower in the range. It will occur in a predictable rela-
tionship to the first formant of the vowel being sung:
just beyond one octave below F1, H2 opens; an octave and
a fifth below, H3 opens; two octaves below, H4 opens);
two octaves and a major third below, H5 opens; etc.,
according to the interval between the fundamental fre-
quency and the harmonic dropping below F1.

There are similar effects as harmonics pass through
the second formant. Part of the task of a singer is to
retune formants to take advantage of (align with and
resonate) available harmonics, but part of the singer’s
task is also to respect necessary acoustic registral tran-
sitions by allowing some harmonics to pass through for-
mants in order to preserve tube length and timbral/vocal
Fach consistency. This is an area of exciting current
research. Though confirming these relationships in
human subjects will remain definitive (see the caution
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below), exploring and explaining them theoretically has
been made much more accessible and understandable
with this new Madde synthesizer. We owe a great debt of
gratitude to Svante Granqvist and also to Scott McCoy
for this contribution.

A word of caution: a voice synthesizer is not a human
voice; it can do things that a human voice cannot easily do,
and vice versa. The synthesizer is also strictly linear, but
as we are learning, the voice can have very important non-
linear interactions between source and filter. While the
formant tunings of a synthesizer do not affect its source
input (the characteristics of the source harmonics), they
frequently do in a human singer: laryngeal registration
as well as mode and ease of phonation can be greatly
affected by interaction with the filter (resonation).4

Happy synthesizing!
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